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Opening Ceremony
NMIMS, one of the top colleges in India, has always understood the importance of sports and
other extracurricular activities for a balanced lifestyle. Thus, NMIMS aims to teach students
and the community about the importance of balance in life through its holistic approach
through its annual sports festival, Prabalya ’22.
Prabalya '22 is an extremely spectacular sports extravaganza organized at NMIMS Navi
Mumbai campus on 25th of March, 2022, where athletes from the top colleges are invited to
participate with enthusiasm and energy. Our Title sponsor, ONGC, Associate sponsor, Brew

House, Shock 90, Venus opticians, Blamblack, Fitness café, It’s Lucknowi, Cozy Dorms helped
in smooth conduction of Prabalya and make it become a success.
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The tremendous event began with the hosts Meghna Panwar and Srushti Sharma welcoming
the Guest of Honors Mr. Bipin Kumar Singh (Police Commissioner of Navi Mumbai), Mr.
Abhayabh Vardhan and Mr. Nikhil Prabhu and Mr. P. N. Mukherjee to the opening ceremony.
A short film focusing on the last Prabalya’s event and behind the scenes of this year’s Prabalya
was played as the ceremony kicked off. This was followed by the lighting of the lamp
performed by the director Mr. P. N. Mukherjee, guest of honors and the President of the
Sports Committee, Kushagra Srivastava.
Mr. Bipin Kumar Singh addressed the gathering, following that, Mr. P. N. Mukherjee, Mr.

Abhayabh Vardhan, Mr. Nikhil, the guests of honor, gave their speeches. Later on all the
guests of honor were felicitated by Kushagra Shrivastava and Medha Dwivedi. Kushagra then
gave a gist of the events. The senior members of the sports committee were felicitated as
well.
Immediately following the vote of thanks given by Mr. Aditya Kasar, the opening of Prabalya
was announced. Finally, the Nation's Anthem was sung to conclude the ceremony.

Box cricket league
Box cricket league was played among various schools under NMIMS, Kharghar which include
STME, SOC, SOL, SOS and etc. A physical box like cricket turf was constructed and every runs
like 1-D,2-D were marked. 12 players were allowed,6 on each side and one player on both
end were there for substitutes. This event was fun to witness because both students and
faculties played whole-heartedly.
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Matches were held according to the fixtures decided. Each team leader received call ups twice
30 minutes and 10 minutes before the match.
The Semi-finals took place between Nexus vs Knight Walkers, Nexus won by 36 runs

CFC vs Team PAN, Team PAN won by 5 wickets
The Finals took place between
Nexus and Team PAN
where Team PAN won by 3 wickets

The winning team will be awarded Rs 5000 and a bat, Rs.2000 for 2nd place and the player
of the series gets a bat.

CARROM
Carrom is a Table-Top game. All the schools under NMIMS could participate in the sports. The
event was organised by the sports committee of NMIMS Navi Mumbai. The Carrom event was
headed by Javic Kothari and Harsh Mehta as the co-head. The registrations for the event were
taken via the website i.e., “prabalya.live”. There were total 17 registrations in all. The event
occurred for two days and in 4 rounds. There were 2 rounds on day1 and the next two rounds
on day 2.
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Round 1 was a knockout round wherein the player with less points was knocked out. 2 winners
from each game with highest points were qualified for round 2 i.e., the Qualifying Round.
There were 2 matches in round 2 among 4 players for each match respectively. 2 winners
from each match were carried forward to the semi-final round i.e. round 3. In round 3 there
was 1 match among 4 players. The 3 players with the highest score now go to the Final round.
For Round 4 the 3 finalists compete against each other and a finalist is declared.
Winners:
The 1st position was bagged by Dev Jain.
The 2nd position was bagged by Javic Kothari.
The event successfully ended with participants enjoying. On an overall note the event was
super fun and joyous with a lot of participation and was a great success.
Football
The Annual “Playing football with your feet is one thing, but playing football with your heart
is another”
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As soon as football was announced as part of Prabalya, we were flooded with registrations in
no time. The Event took place on 26th March ,22’ at Empyrean Turf. The competition was so
cut-throat, it was one hell of an entertainment, and was jam- packed with audience. The
matches took place in 3 different turfs simultaneously. The management, Presidents, and Vice
Presidents were excellent and kept their best foot forward for making this event successful.
The matches took place in daytime and all the players were so engrossed in the game for
making it to the finals.
The Finals took place between SOE 1 and Frolics. It was a match worth watching. Frolics were
2-0 down until they scored 2 goals in last 3 minutes which were an equalizer. The match went
to penalty shootouts, and was flawlessly won by Frolics.
Tug-of-war
Tug of war was headed by Avishi and Kunal near drive way area of college campus. There were total
16 teams including ots teams participated, 6 members in each. Format of marking system was +10

for participation, +30 for winning in each round and +50 for winner.
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All the teams were super excited and the audience who came to support their respective
teams made the game more interesting. After many intense and captivating rounds, 4 teams
made it to the semi-finals: The Boys, Dhakad, The Hawks, Balam 11 and 2 teams were there
in finals: Team Dhakad, team Balam 11.
After very intense and intriguing final match, they declared the winner Team Dhakad (SOC).
Overall, the sports committee ensured fair play and harmony among the opponents.
KHO-KHO
Kho-Kho is the traditional game of India which consists of traits such as cooperation, devotion,
keenness, self-esteem, speed, and quick thinking. It is a tag game of our country. Its roots are
as old as the epic Mahabharata, with plans and strategies derived from the epic itself.
Considering this, a massively successful event was organized during the annual Sportsfest of
STME, Prabalya’22.
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The active chaser “knocks out” an opponent by touching that person with the palm. The
defenders will try to avoid being touched by the chaser while not moving out of the field’s
boundaries in the match for 8 minutes. Runners enter the chase area in batches of three. The
chase is built up through a series of “khos” as the chasers continue their pursuit in a relay
manner.
There were many rounds and total 16 teams have participated. It was a healthy friendly
environment with lots of people with great enthusiasm. Everyone was hyped up to play for
their respective teams.
After some incredible gameplay, teamwork and sportsmanship displayed by the players the
four teams made it to the semi-finals from several different schools. The tournament was
concluded and the BROWN MUNDE of STME 1st year were declared as a winner.

Basketball
Basketball competition of Prabalya '22 edition too was the most awaited event of the year as
ample participation from all schools of NMIMS took part in the event. As basketball being one
of the most celebrated events in the college, it was always received with much enthusiasm
and passion.
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In a basketball event that was organized by the sports committee of NMIMS on 26th of March
2022 from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., 13 teams took part from all the school of NMIMS.

A title sponsorship was provided by ONGC for the basketball event. Additionally, the event's
associate sponsors were Brewhouse, Shock90, Venus opticians, Blamblack, Fitness cafe, It's
Lucknowi and Cozy dorms.
Each team had to have 8 players, out of which 5 players were the playing five and 3 were the
subs. A ratio of 5 boys and 3 girls was required for each team and two girls had to be included
in every playing five at all times.
The two semi-final games of the basketball event involved four teams, two teams for each
semi-final. The semi-final matchup was between the and Rimshots and the Warriors and
SOEBB vs WestBricks. The final matchup was between the Warriors and WestBricks, and the
WestBricks won the first place by the score of 18/15. The basketball event of Prabalya '22
was a big hit among the audiences, and it gave the organizers a lot to boast about.
TABLE TENNIS
NMIMS Navi Mumbai organized Prabalya, a two-day sporting event on the 25th and 26th of
March, 2022. It brought together talented teams from top colleges and provided the ideal
setting for the contestants to demonstrate their powerhouse of energy and vigour.
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Sporting events are always met with enthusiasm and zeal in college, and table tennis, as one
of the most celebrated events, is no exception. Prabalya's table tennis competition was also
a much-anticipated event of the year. Table tennis attracted 42 participants, with Ruchi
Jaiswal (Event Head) and co-heads- Priya Vyas, Maitreyee coordinating the event.
It was a one-on-one contest. Each player took part in three matches. The winner was
determined by winning two of three games.
The game was won by 11 points. A game must be won by a two-point margin. In general, a
match was defined as the best three of five games or the best two of three games. Despite
the fact that spectators were not permitted to enter the playing area, the players put on an
impressive performance.

The final match was tense and engrossing. The table tennis tournament concluded with
Hrishikesh (School: SoL) being crowned champion.
Hrishikesh (School: SoL) and Ruchi (School: SoHM) took first and second place, respectively.

Chess
It was organized by the sports committee, conducted by Charchit (head), Chestha and Siddhi
(co-heads).
Walk-in registrations were allowed as well but they were registered into the competition
through prabalya.live only.
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The competition was played as per the rules where everyone would play all the 6 rounds and
the winner was decided on the basis of the total number of wins they have.
A total of 8 pairs were formed and the games began with the players brimming with
excitement but the atmosphere of the drawing hall slowly got dense as the match reached its
end.

The final matches were intense and as the second day of the chess tournament came to an
end the winner was decided on the basis of total wins and the winner was Shashank Sekuri
from SOC with 6 wins and the runner up was Tushar Bhandari with 5 points who was a good
competition to Shashank.
As the winners were declared, the total wins of all the participants were calculated and their
schools were given points accordingly.
The winner will have got a trophy and Rs.2000/- from the sponsors and the runner up would
have got an amount of Rs.1000/-. The event ended successfully on a good note with the
announcement of the winners.
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Students from all of the schools joined together in the spirit of sports, which unites us as
Indians. All sporting events held during the course of these three days showcased the
Institute's unity, sportsmanship, and, above all, celebration of the charged environment,
excitement, cheer, energy, and happiness, culminating in a festival that all NMIMS students
look forward to in their academic year.
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The fest was the result of day and night hard work from the Core Committee, the Subcommittee and also the Volunteers whose unconditional effort to make this fest a grand
success resulted in such a grand output. The ideology of the Chairperson of the Sports
Committee Prof. Aditya Kasar to inculcate values of sports in day to day lives and to give
students an experience of lie. The support from our Title sponsor ONGC, associate sponsor
Brew House, Shock 90, Venus opticians, Blamblack, Fitness café, It’s Lucknowi and Cozy
Dorms also made the fest a grand success.
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